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One la often interested In calculating the vain 
potential* (or abort bunches In long structures using 
T»CI, for ulcra-relstlvlatlc particles It la suffi
cient to solve for the f l a i l s only over a "window" 
containing the lunch and m.vlng along with i t . Tola 
technique reduces both the memory and the naming 
tlmt required by a factor that equal* the ratio of the 
(tractor* length to the window length. For exanple. 
for • bunch with o x of one picosecond traversing a 
single SUC ce l l thla improvement factor la 15. I t la 
thus possible ta eolve for the wakeflelda In very long 
•tructurest fox a given problem., Increasing the 
•tructure length will not change the aeaory required 
vhl l t only addict linearly to the CHI time needed. 

Par • rlgl* bunch of high energy electon* moving 
at constant velocity parallel to the axis of a cavity, 
the wakafleld affect! depend Only very weakly on the 
energy ¥ I ut can noraally replace the bunch spaed by 
the speed of light tilth no lots of accuracy In the 
solution of the waki potentials'. One* this approx
imation la made, thin due to cauaallLy i t follows that: 
1) no f ield! can ever precede the first particle of 
the bunch and 2) a particle at any **t position with
in or behind the bunch will never be affected fay any
thing that happen behind i t . These two observations 
allow u* to aolve for the fields in a tine-dependent 
code such as TKI 1 only over a B»h window moving 
with the bunch without introducing any errore In the 
wake potential!. The front of this window i* at the 
longitudinal coordinate of the first particle; the 
back l i defined by the last potition for which the 
vekt potential la desired (see Fig, 1) . 
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Plg . l . The moving mean. If the flrat 
particle of the bunch la at paint 1 
and point 2 la the last position for 
which the wait* potential Is desired than, 
the -vertical dashed Usee bound the i 
maah over which calculations are dene. 

Thla aetbod of solving tor the wake potentials 
can yield gnat savinga In the memory and CPU time 
required for wake potential* whose range la shorter 
than the length af the accelerating structure. In 
cyllndrlcally symmetric structures where Hr and a*z are 
respectively the number of mean points in the radial 
and axial direction*, the CPU tine necessary for one 
tins) step ta normally proportional to the number of 
mesh points Rp (•tir"«)> Often we are only Interested 
In the wake potentials over the bunch length (for 
• Dork anpported by the Department of Energy, contract 

DE-ACO3-76SF0D515. 

example. So of a Gaussian bunch) and If this length Is 
small coopered to the structure length the number of 
time steps needed for the bunch to pass the structure 
i s approximately proportional to Hj. Then the total CPB 
time T needed for the bunch to pass 1* g iven by 

1 *> C. i V . <1> 

where Ci la a constant of proportionality, but with 
the moving window method described above the sane 
problems space and time lequlrements become 

"p-» r\ •»• T(.6jlyy^ <»> 
where Nj, la the number of mesh point* over the bunch 
length. Thus, for example, for a truncated Gaussian 
bunch with a - k ma (and assuming a total bunch length 
of So) traversing one SUC cell (whoa* gap length 1* 
2.9 cm) an improvement factor of 15 is found for both 
the number of meeh polnte end the CPU tie* nisded. 

From Eq.(S) we see that the moving window approach 
allows u* to solve for the wake potentiala of very long 
strumites. Or conversely, given a structure, we can 
•olve for the wake potentials of much shorter bunches 
than with the static mesh nethod. Thus tht Having meah 
method greatly incrcaacs the range of parameter! c or 
which a tine dotu.in code ouch aa TBCX l! useful. 

Results 
A modified version of TSCI was created ineerpcrit-

lng a moving window, As an example of lee uie wi 
describe result* obtained for I Geuiinn bunch with 
o • 1 mm traversing one SUC accelerator section. Each 
SUC accelerator section ii a constant gradient (disk 
loaded) structure, with 86 cells of equil length but 
otherwise varying In dimension,2 Tht SUC wake potentials 
calculated up to new were don* uilng the c*ll af Pig. 2 
repeated several times. * (Figure 2 repreasnts SUC call 
145, the 'average* SUC cell, although in the real 
structure the Irises sre round.) The model used for the 
calculations here Is shown schematically In Pig, 3, 
This represents every ether call of an accelerator 
section (a ratal of 44) with the round Irises again 
squared off. The outer dimension for all cavities was 
taken to be a constant 2.5 cm. This lessens the number 
of mesh points needed without changing the results, 
since s 1 mm bunch never sees the outer walla of the 
SUC cavities. 
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Fig.2. Model of SUC cell, #45, the 
average SUC cell, as used In Ref.3. MASTER 
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Fig.3. Model ef S U C accelerator Motion used hate. 
Cavities #0 end #86 represent the coupling cavities. 
The other Iris radii are given In Ref. 2. 

Figure 4 ahews how the longitudinal, dlpole and 
quadrupele ( n o , 1,2) uslti potentials per cell differ 
as the number of cells taken In the model was changed. 
As uaual. the wake potentials for a ring of charge with 
radius equal to the aide tub* radius a(- .9S47 en) and 
vlth a charge distribution which varies as ens as 
where * la the atlnuthal angls) la given. The other 
coaponents, or the reaulte for other values of radius 
can be obtained froa staple scaling equations (see 
Ref. 4 ) . The transition to the 44 cell reaulte la seen 
to oe enooth. Figure 5 shews the 44 cell remits COBr 
pared with the earlier reiulta9 where call 143 was 
taken to be representative of the entire structure. In 
each case the tapered model gives aoasuhat higher wake 
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Fig.4. Hake potential* par cell when 
taking 6<dot*>, 12(dot dashes). 18 
(daahas) and 44<solld line) evenly dis
tributed cells in the t»del. For n - 0 
the longitudinal wake potential VI la 
given) for B - 1 , 2 the azlnuthal conpo-
nent V t la given. The current distribution la also shown with the front 
ef the bunch to the left, o - l as, 
a • .9547 en. 

Fig.5. The n - 0,1,2 wake potentlela 
per call taking the 44 celle of Fig. 3 
<aolld line) coopered with the results 
When taking only the cell of Fig. 2 
repeated'1 (dashes). Again the front of 
the bunch la to the left, a • 1 an. 
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Goranmeni. Neither the United Sales Government nor any agency them*, nor any of fhetr 
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bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
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